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In the past, Bucknell students have worked in conjunction with Mount Carmel in order to benefit 
the downtown community. Students, professors, and Bucknell organizations such as the Small Business 
Development Center and the Coal Region Field Station have generated a connection with Mount Carmel 
and have continually aimed to provide resources that will improve the town. From translating poetry, 
analyzing its geographic formation, and presenting organizations with strategic plans, Bucknell students 
and faculty have eagerly applied their knowledge and studies in order to deliver positive and long lasting 
results for the town.  
Working alongside the Kaupas Center, Bucknell’s Coal Region Station hopes to continue its 
impact on the Mount Carmel community in the future. Shaunna Barnhart heads the Place Studies Program 
within the Center for Sustainability and has worked tirelessly to ensure that the relationship with the town 
continues to grow. After analyzing all the documents we were presented and speaking with MCDI during 
their monthly meetings, we realized that there was a need to leverage the synergy between activities 
within the town and the stakeholders that MCDI wishes to serve. 
 In the past, Mount Carmel residents have voiced their desire for a better community, retention of 
the younger generation, and their innate passion for the tradition and heritage found within the town 
limits. In a survey we sent out to the “I Grew Up in Mount Carmel” Facebook group, we heard words 
such as kindness, tradition, home, love, football, memories, struggle, friends, and fortunate, all implying 
prideful mentality toward the town in which residents grew up. In terms of their view of MCDI, one 
community member was quoted saying “They are trying to improve the town with projects that will 
benefit it.” Another stated: “Great people who have the town in their best interest. Very dedicated and 
caring group.”  
During our meetings with MCDI itself we heard words such as past, future, rebirth, community, 
improvement, growth, rebuild, change, accomplishment, and more. We heard them say that they wanted 
to be a more inclusive organization, collaborate across sectors, continue to grow the downtown area, 
present Mt. Carmel in a positive light, and expand your presence to the greater region. Finally, we even 
heard Cathy mention that if anybody in the community needed something they generally called the people 
sitting in that room.  
Based off of this and our knowledge of its past projects we realized that MCDI already functioned 
as a hub in many ways. Mount Carmel Downtown Inc. is a non-profit 501c3 organization that was 
established in 2007 and has since worked with the Mount Carmel community on many different projects. 
These include, but are not limited to, providing entertainment in the park, fundraising for new christmas 
lights in town, printing and posting new banners on all of the lampposts downtown, working with the 
Kaupas Center and Bucknell on joint volunteer initiatives, hosting Deppen Day and collaborating with the 
Small Business Development Center at Bucknell. MCDI raising money for new christmas lights in town 
and printing new banners for downtown are two examples of government activities they have participated 
in. MCDI hosting Deppen Day and working with the Kaupas Center and Bucknell are examples of non-
profit like initiatives. Lastly, MCDI collaborating with Bucknell’s SBDC is an example of a consultative 
private sector activity they have taken on. All of these examples illustrate MCDI’s presence at the 
intersection of all three sectors, something that is largely indicative of a “hub” like status. Our goal then 
became enhancing that status and implementing a strategic plan that would improve MCDI's impact in the 
community and beyond. (See also: Exhibit 1) 
First we believe that it is important to create a comprehensive list of the stakeholders MCDI 
wishes to serve. This will help the organization realize its audience and cater to their needs and 
improvement accordingly. Based on our conversations we believe that the following are the stakeholders 
MCDI wishes to serve: community members, Mt. Carmel volunteers, businesses, organizations, visitors 
and the government (See Exhibit 2).  
This audience MCDI wants to serve combined with the past and future work they hope to conduct 
then indicates MCDI's inevitable presence as a hub through some slight organizational changes. Acc 
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ording to Stanford Social Innovation Review, hubs contain the following criteria:  
 
1. Hubs build collaborative communities with entrepreneurial individuals at the center.  
These organizations foster the sharing of ideas and resources. On top of this, they 
generate shared goals and streamlined decision processes amongst their various 
stakeholders. The organization members themselves possess strong leadership and 
communication ability as well as charisma, expertise, and networking abilities that they 
can tap into whenever possible.  
2. Hubs attract diverse members with heterogeneous knowledge. 
Hubs are open to a diverse set of members and encourage communication and 
collaboration among all stakeholders involved. Hub members welcome diversity in a 
broad sense (gender, class, and ethnicity), as well as diversity in the knowledge and ideas 
that different community members bring in. 
3. Hubs facilitate creativity and collaboration in physical and digital space. 
Hubs provide a shared space to communicate ideas and express what is happening around 
them. This manifests itself in a physical headquarters or working space as well as a 
digital platform (website, social media, etc.) that enhances interactions and generates 
ideas.   
4. Hubs localize global entrepreneurial culture.  
Finally, hubs promote continuous innovation in order to better the entrepreneurial culture 
that can exist in their town and region.   
 
No organization within Mount Carmel currently defines itself as a hub but in many ways, MCDI 
functions as one. MCDI is already the go to organization and has both a presence and network across the 
three sectors. Because of this, we believe that the organization should focus less on achieving little 
projects and should instead focus on facilitating and orchestrating larger efforts across town. The 
following sections will reiterate potential actions that would enhance this status and ensure that the 
greatest value is provided to the town. This will include an analysis of MCDI’s current hub status, 




Current Hub Status   
  
 In the introduction we highlighted the four criteria that are necessary to maintain a hub status 
within a given area. Below we break down those four points and present suggestions for how MCDI can 
improve their efforts. 
 
Hubs build collaborative communities with entrepreneurial individuals at the center  
 
Currently Present  
MCDI contains strong and passionate members at its center that all exhibit the 
entrepreneurial qualities that Mt. Carmel needs. Along with this, the organization serves as an 
informal communication center. The members that comprise MCDI are very plugged into 
community events and have strong networks that have been established over the years.  
 
Potential Improvements  
Four individuals currently spearhead MCDI, and there is little formal committee structure for 
the rest of the members. In order to rectify these issues and to create an inclusive and engaged 
organization that members stay involved in, we suggest that MCDI delegates power and 
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responsibilities to members for different projects and events. Doing this will empower the people 
within the organization to create and facilitate change and will allow for a stronger power center. 
This will also allow people to work on a specific niche and utilize their expertise in various fields.  
MCDI also needs to extend its collaboration with outside groups. There is an apparent need 
to create synergies amongst the many organizations in the town in order to create shared value. 
Collaborating with the various groups around town will allow for the sharing of resources and ideas 
and MCDI should be the group to facilitate that as a hub. To make this effective we foresee the need 
for a Downtown Manager who would be able to streamline this culmination of organizations and 
facilitate change. While the logistics to hire such a person might be difficult, we suggest researching 
potential grants and speaking to downtown managers in similar towns.  
 
Hubs attract diverse members with heterogeneous knowledge 
 
Currently Present 
MCDI currently contains some level of diversity amongst its board. Based off our meetings, we 
understand that it has a store owner, real estate broker, high school student, Kaupas center member, and 
more. While this is the case, we believe that it needs to increase its membership so that there is a more 
comprehensive understanding of all the stakeholders they wish to serve.   
 
Potential Improvements  
As mentioned before, we believe that MCDI requires more representation. By doing this, MCDI 
would be able to leverage synergies between organizations to a greater extent. To achieve this goal we 
suggest implementing a hierarchy of membership within the organization.  
The current members of MCDI could serve as the “executive board” and would be the ultimate 
decision makers and key facilitators of the organization's efforts. Below them could be an “advisory 
board”. This group would be comprised of more overarching groups that exist within the town (i.e 
somebody representing restaurants, somebody representing churches, etc.) In connecting this to the 
website design, we believe that somebody from each tab should be represented on this level of the 
organization. Not only would this allow for MCDI to get a greater understanding of what they need, but it 
would also allow for these subsets to develop their own network and connections allowing for an overall 
joint effort amongst downtown organizations and businesses.  
Finally, there could be an overall “membership” category that would include all the organizations 
and businesses presented on the site itself. This group could meet twice a year and would allow MCDI to 
bring all the organizations together and allow them to understand that they have a key stake in the success 
of the town. These efforts would highlight MCDI's presence as a hub or steering committee within the 
community and would encourage the communication across organizations that is currently missing.  
 
Hubs facilitate creativity and collaboration in a physical and digital space 
 
Currently Present 
  This is the section that we believe deserves the most attention for the organization. Currently 
there is no physical headquarters or storefront that houses solely MCDI. There is also no updated website 
present in order to educate people on what MCDI does. Permanent presence in both a physical and digital 
space is something we believe is necessary for the organization’s future success.  
 
Potential Improvements  
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We believe that this physical and digital presence is the most important change that must happen 
for MCDI to become a hub. In terms of a physical space, MCDI currently meets at Shops on the Corner. 
While this has worked for their current status we believe that a new physical headquarters is necessary for 
the organization. Hubs serve as vital, physical centers that lend a sense of permanence to members. They 
provide a meeting place for different organizations which supports face-to-face interactions. On top of 
this, physical locations are integral to fostering the creative and collaborative work necessary to achieve 
their mission. MCDI could revamp one of the empty storefronts as a workspace and a way to promote its 
physical presence. Not only would it be of benefit to MCDI, but it would also help in the revitalization of 
one of Oak Street’s vacant lots. Furthermore, whoever rents this space to MCDI has the benefit of a tax 
reduction due to its 501c3 status. This action would be indicative of a hub like status through creating 
synergies and shared value physically.  
On top of this physical presence comes a presence in the digital world. Digital spaces extend the 
scope of the hub. Websites function as an important digital representation, revealing a hub’s existence to a 
broader audience and strengthening its identity. Bucknell will help to provide that through connecting 
students in various disciplines to generate the best possible deliverable. As a hub MCDI will be the “go to 
organization.” We then want to align this physical and digital idea so that the website will be the “go to 
site” for everything Mount Carmel. Further information about aligning the physical and digital presence 
of MCDI is explained below. 
 
Hubs localize entrepreneurial culture  
 
Currently Present 
The members of MCDI are very forward thinking. They understand the need to bridge the past 
and the present and are adamant about seeking ways that will benefit Mount Carmel’s future. On top of 
this, we see that there are very innovative individuals operating the organization who see the need for 
change and creativity in order to ignite change. Furthermore, MCDI members have been active in 
reaching out to outside organizations such as Bucknell and the Small Business Development Center who 
have helped them enhance their presence and do better for all.  
 
Potential Improvements  
To improve this entrepreneurial culture and project it upon the rest of the town, we believe 
there needs to be a“Safe Space” that recognizes different sets of beliefs and behaviors, which non-
members may consider a radical counter-culture. This can be done through the physical and digital 
spaces suggested above. MCDI should be the change agent that delegates information and ideas. 
They should be the group that welcomes new ideas and encourages individuals to start businesses 
and organizations within their town limits. By collecting information and pointing people in the right 
direction, MCDI would generate local success and project their forward thinking, optimistic views on 
those who could do great things for Mount Carmel with the proper support.  
 
Vision, Mission, Values  
 
A hub is the effective center of activity for a town, community, or region. Though many of 
MCDI's actions imitate that hub status, we believe that there is a need to better align its mission, vision, 
and values with the hub criteria mentioned above. Based off the information we collected and explained, 
we believe the following statements epitomize what MCDI is is capable of. These statements can be 
altered at any time depending on the organization's preferences.  
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  Old Mission Statement:  
Mount Carmel Downtown Incorporated (MCDI) is a non-profit 501c3 organization that 
brings together business owners and individuals alike to work together to revitalize business in 
the Mount Carmel borough. 
 
 New Vision, Mission, and Values  
Vision:  To be a cooperative and collectively engaged community. 
 
Mission: Mount Carmel Downtown Inc. (MCDI) serves as a central hub to strengthen the 
surrounding area and enhance community life for all. We aim to do so by bridging the 
past and present in order to create a brighter future.  
 
Values: Community, Strength, Togetherness, Growth, Tradition, Respect, Fun 
 
 
Two Dimensions to Implement the Hub Concept 
 
Organization Serves as a Hub: 
1. Representation- MCDI should have a push to represent all of the stakeholders possible. The 
current main group should continue to meet monthly, but there could also be a group from each 
category of the website that meets 2 to 4 times a year 
2. Membership- MCDI should have a massive push to gain membership from every business in 
Mount Carmel and can collect a $10 membership fee and feature these businesses on the website 
3. Office Space- MCDI needs a physical presence on Oak Street and should spearhead a project to 
reconfigure Shops on the Corner into an office-looking presence in the front window and rename 
it to give it the appearance of a thriving office space for the organization 
 
Website Serves as a Hub: 
1. Deliverable- The website is a tangible deliverable that will be implemented next semester by 
Megan. The content is provided in this document and in the Appendix 
2. Online Presence- The website will largely benefit MCDI and we see it as a way for MCDI to 
alter its presence in Mount Carmel and beyond 
 
Website Content and Explanation  
  
As mentioned before, we believe that there is a need for MCDI to be present in a physical and 
digital space. The following section will contain information about how the website deliverable will align 
with the hub status that the organization itself embodies. The information is based off of dozens of best 
practices researched when trying to find the most effective downtown websites. It is important to note that 
we have deliberately blurred the lines between MCDI and Mount Carmel as a whole. That is because hubs 
want to represent more than just themselves. If their goal is to better the town as a whole, then their 
website should epitomize that.  
Below is a breakdown of the tabs that will be included within the site. Along with that we have 
included images of what it will potentially look like and an appendix (Exhibit 3) that highlights the 
content within each page. After each image we have presented MCDI with organizational suggestions that 
will help enhance its status as a hub within each realm and increase community involvement. While the 
suggestions might appear as daunting tasks, their success surrounds delegation and communication 






Included on the Page 
The homepage of the site will include the various tabs, photos of Mount Carmel, and a calendar 
of events. The photos will come from various Bucknell sources including the Bucknell Magazine and 
Megan Cannella. All of the photos will depict the beauty of the town and its community members in order 
to present it in a positive light. As a hub, MCDI wants people to see all the wonderful things that the town 
has to offer and alter its current image. The best way to do that is with visuals on the homepage. 
 
Future Organizational Actions 
 In order to enhance MCDI’s presence as a hub and expand its impact, they could potentially 
present a photo competition for the town. It could be interactive where high school students or other 
community members submit a photo and others vote on which should be promoted on the website 
homepage. This could also be an opportunity to create an instagram for the organization or town. On an 
Instagram, MCDI could promote an interactive culture and advertise various businesses or simply post 







Included on the Page 
The calendar will be featured when a user scrolls down on the homepage. This portion will 
highlight the various activities happening within the community. This will require communication 
amongst MCDI and the organizations that broadcast their events as the calendar can be updated by either 
a work study student from Bucknell or a member of MCDI. Notification of these events can happen 
through email or through phone. We will assist in creating an email but will need somebody to provide 
their phone number if this is a more desired mode of communication. When a user clicks on an event, 
information such as the location, time and description will be available.  
 
Future Organizational Actions 
 Since the calendar will hold all of the events in the Mount Carmel community, it will be a good 
tool for MCDI to use to consolidate events and create larger ones that can be hosted by many groups in 
the community. This is a great way for groups to communicate and collaborate and attract a lot of people 
to events. MCDI can even host or sponsor some of the larger events. For example, there are currently 
many Christmas events in Mount Carmel in December, such as Lunch with the Grinch, Lunch with Santa 
and Santa in the Town Park. These could all be consolidated into one big Christmas event that could bring 
together different churches in the town and could attract a larger turnout. This could highlight the 
Christmas lights that MCDI sponsored and be hosted in the town park or the high school gym. A good 
example of this is the Christmas fair in Mifflinburg, which features vendors and activities and attracts 




Eat & Drink  
 
Included on the Page  
This page will contain a comprehensive list of all the restaurants and bars in the area. Under each 
restaurant there will be contact information and an address listed. Our hope is that providing this will 
encourage community members to seek local options and will also educate visitors or others in the region 
of the various options that Mount Carmel possesses.  
 
Future Organizational Actions  
To leverage synergies and promote downtown foot traffic, MCDI could facilitate communication 
amongst the various restaurant members in order to present promotional offerings. Restaurants could host 
half price burger/pizza Thursdays or other discounts. The idea would be to encourage people to get 
downtown, spend time together, support local businesses, and develop loyalty to those enhancing the 
local economy.  
 On top of facilitating activities among the restaurants themselves, MCDI could promote a 
different restaurant each week or month on the front page of the site. This would provide them with an 
element of marketing on top of enhancing the collaborative nature that they would strive to uphold as a 






Included on the Page  
This page will contain a comprehensive list of all the shops in the area. Under each shop, there 
will be contact information and an address listed. Our hope is that providing this will encourage 
community members to shop local and will also educate visitors or others in the region of the various 
downtown businesses that Mount Carmel possesses.  
 
Future Organizational Actions  
To leverage synergies and promote downtown foot traffic, MCDI could facilitate communication 
amongst the various shops in order to present promotional offerings. An example of this would be a 
Halloween trick-or-treat stroll that MCDI could sponsor. Each shop would have candy and treats for 
young kids and adults and could offer attractive promotions to get people into stores and shop locally. 
This would bring people downtown for shopping, trick-or-treating and having a meal as well. 
 On top of facilitating activities among the restaurants themselves, MCDI could promote a 
different shop each week or month on the front page of the site. This would provide them with an element 







Included on the Page  
This section will include nearby attractions, places to stay, and a portion called “36 hours in Mt. 
Carmel”. This page will largely be geared toward the visitors that MCDI hopes to reach but will also 
educate community members of all the fun activities there are to do around the area. The goal will be to 
connect visitors to Mt. Carmel from the surrounding attractions such as the Anthracite Outdoor Adventure 
Area, Knoebels, or Centralia.  
 
Future Organizational Actions   
While promotion of these areas will help enhance activity in the region we believe that there 
could be a mutually beneficial relationship derived from communication with these various attractions. 
For instance, MCDI could reach out to these areas and explain the promotion on the new site. To 
reciprocate, MCDI could ask if it would be possible for these sites to put the My Mount Carmel link on 
their site as well. If this was not possible they could ask if they could simply suggest that visitors use it as 
a reference when exploring the area. These other locations could also be used as a place to promote the 
new Mount Carmel materials. This could be used as an effort to enhance the rebranding of Mount Carmel 









Included on the Page  
This section will feature businesses such as real estate offices, banks, utility and supply stores, 
health organizations, beauty stores and other miscellaneous businesses that are useful to Mount Carmel 
residents. The businesses will be featured with their addresses and phone numbers to make it easy for 
residents to contact and find them. This tab will also feature a “New To Mount Carmel?” Section that has 
resources for new residents such as the Mount Carmel Street Captains program and contact information of 
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experienced residents who are willing to give advice to new residents. 
 
Future Organizational Actions   
MCDI can also organize discount days or offers that all of the stores can participate in that will 
draw business into the town and encourage residents to shop local. In addition, in the future MCDI can 
expand the “New To Mount Carmel?” section to include different government resources for new residents 







Included on the Page  
 This tab will have information about various organizations, churches, public resources, parks, 
playgrounds, schools, daycares, senior resources, and transportation. In general, it will highlight the non- 
profit organizations that hubs generally serve. Through other tabs we hope that this will be the “go-to” 
site for downtown businesses but we also want it to be the “go-to” site for community organizations and 
community involvement. This will help MCDI and Mount Carmel in general serve a wider audience and 
promote other groups that are workings to enhance the Mount Carmel community.  
 
Future Organizational Actions  
Through analyzing the organizations and activities that would be helpful for residents in this 
section we found many commonalities. Among all the sections included in this site this portion seems to 
hold the greatest potential for leveraging synergies. An example of this would be the large presence of 
Eastern European organizations. MCDI could facilitate communication among these groups in order to 
promote an overarching European Festival for the region. Through combining these people and their 
efforts it would generate a greater presence at the festival and a more far reaching network where it could 
be promoted. The festival could take place on Oak Street or at a community park. At the event there could 
be various different vendors, bands, activities, or promotions. This would support the european 
organizations themselves but would also promote the other organizations and individuals that serve as 
vendors. Furthermore, if all of these groups are represented, Mount Carmel will be showing themselves as 
a far reaching and diverse group that welcomes outside visitors.  
 While MCDI would have the ability to help out and facilitate the organization of this event, the 
idea is meant to highlight how MCDI can delegate activities through recognizing and acting on potential 
synergies within the town. This synergy could also be realized within the various churches or with the 





Included on the Page  
 This section of the website will include information about MCDI such as their vision, mission and 
values, information about MCDI members, past success stories that MCDI can publish, a tab about 
volunteering and information on how to get to Mount Carmel. This tab will highlight MCDI’s successes, 
allow volunteers to connect with MCDI and encourage visitors to travel to the town. Some past success 
stories that MCDI can publish on the website include but are not limited to the Soupie Brothers and the 
SBDC at Bucknell, MCDI on the cover of Bucknell Magazine and other collaborations between Bucknell 
and MCDI. The Getting to Mount Carmel section will include a link to Mount Carmel on Google Maps, 
information about public busses and a map of the Mount Carmel area. 
 
Future Organizational Actions 
In the future, MCDI can streamline a lot of various volunteer opportunities in this section that 
would be particularly relevant to certain organizations in the town and the area in general. In addition, one 
MCDI member can be responsible for keeping in touch with the Mount Carmel High School or 
surrounding colleges to communicate with people about volunteer opportunities.  
 
Aligning MCDI with Mount Carmel 
 Because we want MCDI and Mount Carmel to be aligned throughout the launch of the website 
and the rebranding of Mount Carmel, Megan will be creating a logo for MCDI next semester that will be 
similar to the format of Mount Carmel’s new one. This will allow for residents to associate the two 
groups as one entity. In addition, the marketing campaign for the website launch and rebranding can be 
called the “Mount Carmel Development Initiative” to signal how as a hub, MCDI works with the whole 
community rather than just the downtown area. Eventually, MCDI can change their name to Mount 
Carmel Development Initiative if they would like, but for now since that would be difficult due to 
paperwork and technicalities, they can begin to market as a development initiative.  
 
Marketing the Development Initiative 
 
We believe that MCDI should be instrumental in presenting the new Mount Carmel branding and 
website. To promote it, they can leverage social media, branding materials and an event. 
 
Social Media 
MCDI currently has a Facebook group that allows anyone on Facebook to join and post in it, which 
creates a situation where while most posts are relevant to MCDI, there are some outlying posts that 
have nothing to do with the organization. They also have a Facebook page, which is typically what an 
organization uses to connect with people via Facebook. With a page, the only one who can post is the 
admin of the page, but community members can comment and like posts. The solution to streamlining 
MCDI’s presence on Facebook can be getting control of MCDI’s outdated Facebook page and letting 
Cathy control it by posting about the Development Initiative and future MCDI events on it and also 
sharing these posts in the MCDI group. The new branding materials should also be broadcasted on both 
of these outlets. 
 
Branding Materials 
As mentioned in the next section, the Bucknell College of Management will be sponsoring some 
branding materials for the launch, and Megan will be creating stickers, t-shirts and banners that can be 
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placed downtown. In addition, each downtown business that joins MCDI can get a sticker and t-shirt to 
feature in their store to help get the word out about the Development Initiative. 
 
Event 
In order to increase website traffic and community engagement in the new site, MCDI should host an 
event and highlight the launch of the website. This could be hosted at Shops on the Corner and would 
include all the organizations that have representation on the site. Through doing this and inviting the 
community as well, MCDI will be establishing itself as a hub and will be bringing the community 
together. Creative events that involve a variety of stakeholders are best to increase awareness and 
participation!  
 
Getting You Started 
  
Bucknell aims to continue its relationship with MCDI and assist whenever possible. The Dean of the 
College of Management has already agreed to funding the first year of the website as well as providing 
money for promotional materials. (Exhibit 4) The cost of the website will be $96 a year. In the future we 
suggest that you utilize the idea of membership and have each member or organization pay $5-$10 to be 
promoted on the site. These yearly dues would compensate for the website cost.  
 Bucknell can also assist with maintenance of the website if needed. We have drafted a job 
description and submitted it to the Office of Civic Engagement (Exhibit 5) The student taking this job 
would be there to add additional material to the calendar or other pages as well as updating other features. 
This would ensure a continued relationship with MCDI and Bucknell and would also take some work off 
MCDI’s hands.  
 
Immediate Next Steps 
  
The next steps can be divided into Organizational Development and Website Development. For the 
organization itself we suggest that MCDI considers the various facets of being a “hub”. Actions could 
include creating the framework for membership, researching the possibility of a storefront, and beginning 
to organize an event to launch the website. All of these actions could set a proper foundation to enhance 
MCDI’s presence in the town.  
Megan Cannella and another graphic design student will be creating the website next semester. 
For the greatest possible deliverable we urge MCDI to continue contact and offer as much feedback as 
possible. This will include continued updates on the website content itself. Another immediate action 
would be to utilize the new branding material and post it downtown. A slow integration will urge the 
community to adapt this new Mount Carmel image and will give MCDI the opportunity to be at the 









Exhibit 1. SWOT Analysis for MCDI 
Strengths  
● Dedicated group of individuals looking to help better the community  
○ Strong pride in the town  
■ Community members WANTING to be involved and participate in Mt. 
Carmels events 
●  Just need to be able to reach them  
● Take on actions that are similar to a hub, operates across sectors 
 
Weaknesses  
● No Brick & Mortar office space  
● Structure of the organization 
○ Mentioned that if somebody's says something then they need to take full 
responsibility 
○ This makes it difficult for things to get accomplished because all of the members 
also have full time jobs-- We think that a combined effort model would be far 
more effective in getting things done  
● Not currently able to effectively market to desired audience  
● No digital presence  
● No full time downtown manager  
 
Opportunities 
● Could get into one of the storefronts and use it as a meeting space-- this would allow 
more of the space to look occupied and would generate a greater presence in the 
community   
● Could increase presence as a hub through greater marketing efforts  
● Need a way to include new members of the community in Mt. Carmels events -- this 
would allow for more retention and would allow them to appear as a more welcoming 
and inclusive community  
● Leverage synergies amongst downtown organizations 
 
Threats  
● Lack of improvement on marketing efforts and promotion would mean more and more 
downtown businesses losing business to bigger corporations such as Walmart  
● Continued worry of the decline of Downtown Mt. Carmel  
● Lack of visitors despite the assets that the community currently has  
● Empty store fronts give the illusion of a “ghost town” even though there is a lot there  
● Cheap rent and inactive community members  
● Older generations considering “the good old days”  
 
Exhibit 2. List of MCDI’s Stakeholders 
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Target Audiences  Desired Actions  
Mt. Carmel Community  -Visit the website and use it as a way to gain 
information about the community  
-Provide business to local shops and restaurants 
and attend community events 
Visitors of Mt Carmel -Provide business to downtown shops and 
restaurants and attend community events 
-Take historical tours 
-Enjoy what Mt Carmel has to offer 
Downtown Businesses  -Use the website as a way to market their 
businesses and offer promotions, incentives, etc.  
Downtown Organizations -Market their events to the community and visitors 
through the website and social media 
Government -Collaborate with MCDI if possible 
Potential volunteers from the high school or 
surrounding colleges 
-Volunteer for various projects in the downtown 
area such as painting and revitalizing storefronts, 
helping the community garden, etc. 
 
  
Exhibit 3. Website Content 
Calendar Current Yearly Events: 
January 
February 
March- High School Play 
April- Easter Egg Hunt (Clover Hose) 
-Little League Baseball/ Baseball Parade- End of April 
May- Lion’s Club Festival 
June- Divine Redeemer Parish Picnic- Father’s Day Weekend 
-Camp Kaupas 
July- Clover Hose Block Party- 4th of July Weekend 
-Rescue Squad Picnic in the Park- End of July 
August- Deppen Day 
-National Night Out- 1st Tuesday of August 
September- 9-11 Memorial Celebration (Clover Hose) 
October- MCDI Halloween Parade and Pumpkin Contest- Last weekend of October 
November- Think Big- November 4 
December- Lunch and Grinch- Early December 
-Lunch with Santa- 2nd week of December 
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-Santa in the Town Park- December 15th 
-New Year’s Eve Celebration in the Town Park (Clover Hose)- 12/31 
Throughout the year- Backpack Program- weekends during the school year, food pantry, home sporting 
events, Farmer’s Market Saturday Mornings- Summer & fall 
Our Lady of Mt Carmel Parish Picnic 
Bark in the Park 
Music in the Park 
 
Eat and Drink: 
1. Bumpers Beverage  
a. (570)-339-2740  
b. 100 S Willow St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
2. Catino’s Vino 
a. (570)-259-0970  
b. 23 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
3. Fine Wine & Good Spirits  
a. (570)-339-6040  
b. 136 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
4. Hard Coal Cafe  
a. (570)- 339-3724  
b. 347 E Water St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
5. Hollywood Pizza & Bakery  
a. (570)-339-9802 
b. 39 N Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
6. Mae’s Inn  
a. (570)-339-5057 
b. 300 W 4th St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
7. Mattucci’s Willow Cafe  
a. (570)- 339-2310  
b. 451 W 4th St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
8. McConey Restaurant  
a. (570)-330-4139  
b. 50 N Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
9. New China Wok  
a. (570)-339-2950 
b. 115 S Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
10. Original Italian Pizza  
a. (570)-339-1730  
b. 3 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
11. Pepe’s Famous Italian Ice 
a. (570)-339-7373 
b. 31 S. Chestnut St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
12. Schicky’s Restaurant  
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a. (570)-339-3228 
b. 34 N Oak, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
13. Shaulinski’s Bar  
a. 201 S Market St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
14. Silver Spur Saloon 
15. Soupie Brothers  
a. (570)-746-1761  
b. http://www.soupiebrothers.com/ 
16. Village Towne Restaurant and Banquet  
a. (570)-339-2261  
b. 11183 PA-61, Mt. Carmel, PA 17851  
17. Vine Street Sandwich Shop  
a. (570)-339-0339  
b. 150 W 2nd St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
18. Winkie’s Pizza  
a. (570)-339-4435  
b. 120 E 3rd St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
Shop: 
1. Academy Sports Center 
a. (570)-339-3399  
b. 18 S Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851   
2. Catino’s Candy and Gift Shop  
a. (570)-339-2474  
b. 9 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
3. Crafts-N-Tiques 
4. EC Gifts and Games  
5. Electric Tattooing 
6. Experts Charm Furniture  
a. (570)-339-5678  
b. 134 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
7. Flowers from the Heart  
a. (570)-339-2519  
b. 16 N Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
8. From the Neck Up  
a. (570)-339-2781  
b. 112 S Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
9. Matlow’s Clothing 
10. McAndrew Auto Sales 
11. Mc Sports & Cards & Collectables  
12. Mr. Mike Antiques and Collectables  
13. Puff Express  
a. 43 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
14. Shops on the Corner  
a. 100 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
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15. The Closet Door  
a. (570) 274-4449 
b. 10 S Oak St Mount Carmel, Pennsylvania 17851 
16. This and That  
 
Play: 
1. Nearby Attractions  
a. Anthracite Outdoor Adventure Area  
i. https://www.riderplanet-
usa.com/atv/trails/info/pennsylvania_14353/ride_fb4f.htm  
ii. The anthracite coal region is a historically important coal mining area of 
Northeastern Pennsylvania and encompasses six counties: Carbon, Columbia, 
Lackawanna, Luzerne, Northumberland, and Schuylkill Columbia County. This 
region contains the only reserves of United States anthracite coal, which was 
heavily mined throughout the 19th and early 20th century. The region is also the 
largest most concentrated anthracite deposit in the world and 480 square miles of 
coal bearing rock which originally held 22.8 billion short tons (20.68 billion tons) 
of anthracite. The anthracite mining industry dominated the region until its 
decline in the 1950s. Strip mines and fires, most notably in Centralia remain 
visible. 
iii. The Anthracite region holds some significant historical, scientific, geographical 
and cultural heritage that would be of national and worldwide interest. We 
believe that the National Mining Association and other coal mining 
organizations could be interested in the historical value of preserving and 
benefiting from any revitalization of the area. We believe that Mt. Carmel can 
promote this unique legend as somewhat of a state destination, while preserving 
the anthracite region’s cultural heritage.   
iv. https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=ZPTSK6EQ7n0 
b. Bloomsburg Fair 
c. Centralia  
i. Graffiti Highway  
ii. Founded in 1866, Centralia is in the middle of Pennsylvania’s anthracite coal 
mining county of Columbia. In 1962, a fire tore through an abandoned strip mine, 
causing a chain reaction when it broke through a rock pit, settling the rest of the 
town’s coal mines alight. The government and town was unable to quell the 
flames, and the underground has been a furnace ever since. With over 1000 
residents in 1980 to fewer than 10 in 2010 it is now considered a ghost town. It 
may be considered an involuntary park – an area that has lost its value, been 
abandoned due to environmental and economic reasons, subsequently returning 
to a park-like status. Today only a very small handful of die-hard residents hold 
on to their houses. Few homes remain standing and most of the abandoned 
buildings have been demolished by the Columbia County Redevelopment 
Authority or reclaimed by nature. 
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iii. In saying this, there is great potential for public/state recognition of the area, as 
it embodies more than enough history and culture from the earlier mining 
industry.  Movies, documentaries, books and websites have been created about 
the transformation of Centralia from a once thriving mining community to a 
current day ghost town. This media attention could be used to assist our project 
of capturing and promoting tourism to the region. Careful and respectful 
managed heritage tourism would give this “ghost town” a second life while 
generating a new economy able to support the residents of the region. It is 
possible that owing to its accessibility and proximity to other locations such as 
Mt. Carmel, Centralia could experience an economic and vacation population 
surge. 
d. Knoebels  
i. http://www.knoebels.com/ 
e. Locust Lake State Park  
i. http://www.dcnr.pa.gov/StateParks/FindAPark/LocustLakeStatePark/Pages/defau
lt.aspx 
2. Where to Stay 
a. Link to Mt Carmel Airbnb options- https://www.airbnb.com/s/Mt-Carmel--PA--United-
States/homes?place_id=ChIJcyJYPNWKxYkRG3PmdCUuC30&refinement_path=%2Ff
or_you&allow_override%5B%5D=&s_tag=LYpLOOoh 
3. 36 Hours in Mt Carmel- reference: https://www.nytimes.com/column/36-hours 
 
Friday 
1. Historical Town Stroll- 4 p.m. 
Start off your visit in Mount Carmel by delving into the fabulous history of this town as a core area of the 
Anthracite Coal Region. Grab a pamphlet about the history at (insert where) and get started on learning 
about the history of the region. 
 
2. Dinner at Mattucci’s Willow Cafe- 7 p.m. 
Head over to Mattucci’s to enjoy food from the TripAdvisor top rated restaurant in Mount Carmel! 
Mattucci’s has served delicious continental cuisine ever since 1934 and it was the first restaurant in the 
Anthracite Coal Region to introduce serving pizza to its patrons. All of the bread, pasta, pastries and salad 
dressings are homemade and the restaurant has been family-owned since Mattucci’s was opened. 
 
3. Nightcap at Silver Spur Saloon- 9 p.m. 
Grab a drink at the Silver Spur Saloon and choose from their wide selection of liquor and beer! 
 
Saturday 
4. Breakfast at Schicky’s Restaurant- 10 a.m. 
Make sure to get breakfast at Schicky’s restaurant for a traditional American breakfast. Order anything 
from omelets to delicious pancakes to start off your day. 
 
5. Knoebels Amusement Park- 11 a.m. 
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Head over to Knoebels Amusement Park in Elysburg to check out a classic, free entry park that has been 
open for over 90 years. The park features free admission, parking and entertainment for a wide range of 
ages. It kas kiddie rides, thrill rides, family rides and various forms of daily entertainment. It also has two 
restaurants and snacks and food offered around the park, so cool off with some Dippin’ Dots or frozen 
yogurt or even funnel cake as a sweet treat between rides. Plan your visit here!- 
https://www.knoebels.com/plan-your-visit/plan-your-visit 
 
6. Cater a Picnic with Soupie Brothers- 1 p.m. 
Be sure to call ahead to the Soupie Brothers and pick up a catered lunch from them of one of their classic 
sandwiches. A Soupie ™ is an Italian styled, dry cured meat with roots going back to a small village in 
Italy called Isca. Italian immigrants seeking jobs in the coal mines brought over recipes of cured goods 
that would have a long shelf life and be a portable snack in the mines, which sparked its popularity in the 
coal region. This cured meat is famous for its history in Pennsylvania mines. Have a picnic in the town 
park with a Soupie sandwich and enjoy the fresh air! 
 
7. Shopping in Downtown Mt Carmel- 2 p.m. 
Check out all of the quaint shops that Mount Carmel has to offer while strolling around the town.  
 
8. Dinner at Hard Coal Cafe- 7 p.m. 
Get dinner at the classic Hard Coal Cafe to round out the day. Make sure to get a Yuengling beer, as they 
originate nearby and chow down on some wings or a cheesesteak while listening to the great live music 
they offer on the weekends.  
 
Sunday 
9. Brunch at Greek Isle Cafe- 11 a.m.  
Greek Isle Cafe is one of the newer, quaint cafes in Mount Carmel. Enjoy their delicious fare while 
soaking in your last few hours in Mount Carmel. 
 
10. Park Stroll- 1 p.m. 
Stroll around Mount Carmel’s main town park and relax in the gazebo. Also, don’t forget to check out the 
town’s community garden to check out the latest work that is being done there. 
 






1. Real Estate 
a. Twin Management  
i. (570)-554-4466  




i. Bank BB&T  
1. (570)-339-6339  
2. 109 N Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
ii. Coldwell Bank  
iii. Locally Run Credit Union- MCFCU 
iv. UNB Bank  
1. (570)-339-1040  
2. 1 N Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
3. Utilities & Supplies 
a. PPL (Electric) 
i. (800)-342-5775 
b. Moser’s Sanitation 
i. (570)-339-2066 
c. Aqua (Water) 
i. (877)-987-2782 
d. Mostik Brothers Disposal 
i. (570)-339-1133 
e. Scicchitano Hardware Inc.  
i. (570)-339-1453  
ii. 27 N Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
f. Petro Construction  
i. (570)-339-4293  
ii. 650 E 3rd St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
g. Columbia Building Supply   
i. (570)-339-5363  
ii. 125 S Spruce St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
h. J.T. & Sons Contracting  
i. (570)-339-3610  
ii. 250 S Chestnut St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
i. Patterson Hardscape & Supply Co  
i. (570)-339-4570  
ii. 100 PA-901, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
j. Mallard Contracting Co Inc.  
i. (570) 339-2930  
ii. 122 Wilburton Rd, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
4. Miscellaneous 
a. Mount Carmel Borough Tax Collector 
i. International Paper Co 
1. (570)- 339-1611 
2. 2164 Locust Gap Hwy, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
ii. Nationwide  
1. (570)- 339-3900  
2. 28 N Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
iii. T&G Tax Accountants  
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1. (570)-339-2500  
2. 38 E 2nd St Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
iv. Midtown Laundry  
v. McAndrew Auto Sales  
vi. Rays Service Station 
1. (570)-339-0120  
2. 150 N Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
vii. Smoker & Gard  
1. (570)-339-2558 
2. 105 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
viii. Carpet Hotline  
ix. Cole & Varano  
1. (570)-339-5870  
2. 110 S Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
x. Feudale Richard  
1. (570)-339-2633  
2. 33 E 3rd St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
xi. Notary Shop 
1. (570)-339-3669  
2. 215 S Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
xii. Twin Management  
1. (570)-554-4466  
2. 51 N Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
xiii. Varano Insurance Agency  
1. (570)-339-4699 
2. 110 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
xiv. Boyer’s Food Markets 
1. (570)-339-1889 
2. 2678 Locust Gap Highway 
5. Health 
a. Urologist  
b. Family Medical  
c. Keystone Family Medicine Association  
i. (570)-373-3121  
ii. 28 E 5th St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
d. Internal Medicine  
e. Community Pharmacy  
i. (570)-339-1460  
ii. 49 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
f. Ufberg MM Dentist  
i. (570)-339-2100  
ii. 116 S Oak St. Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
g. Healing Hands Chiropractic  
i. (570)-339-4599  
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ii. 107 S Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
6. Beauty 
a. The Cutting Edge Hair Salon  
i. (570)-339-1822  
ii. 246 S Oak St Apt 1, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
b. Angel's Hair Cuts 
7. New to Mount Carmel? 
a. Street Captains Program 




a. ACT Theater Group 
i. Barb Malick, President 
ii. (570)-339-2714 
iii. Meets 2nd Weds. of the Month, 7pm @ First United Methodist Church 
b. American Hose 
c. American Legion Post 91 
i. Frank Sewicki, Sec.- (570)-339-4170 
ii. (570)-339-1337 
iii. 48 W. Avenue, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
d. Anthracite Hose 
e. Boy Scout Troop 174 
i. Sam Cimino, Scout Master 
ii. (570)-339-5021 
iii. Meets Sundays, 7pm @ Clover Hose Fire Co. 
f. Clover Hose Fire Co. 
i. Bing Cimino- (570)-339-5113 
ii. Greg Koronkiewicz- (570)-339-0354 
iii. Megan Janolek- (570)-205-4278 
iv. Meets 1st Monday of the Month 
g. Historical Society 
h. Knights of Columbus 
i. (570)-339-3940 
ii. 123 W. Third St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
i. Lithuanian Club 
j. Mount Carmel Area Rescue Squad 
i. (570)-339-2440 
ii. Jim Boylan- irish1@ptd.net 
iii. Meets 3rd Monday of the Month 
k. Mount Carmel Downtown Inc. 
i. Cathy Besser Pres.- (570)-556-9851 
ii. Ed Hirsch V. Pres.- (570)-218-2064 
iii. Ed Fegley- (570)-274-0944 
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l. Mount Carmel Eagles 
i. (570)-339-1539 
ii. 147 S. Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
m. Mount Carmel Elks Lodge 356 




ii. Meets 1st and 3rd Thurs of the Month 
n. Mount Carmel Lions Club 
i. 50 S. Oak St, Mount Carmel, PA 17851 
ii. Kevin Jones- (570)-274-2687 
iii. Meets 2nd & 4th Thurs of the Month 
o. Mount Carmel Masons 
i. Cedar Lodge 378 F&AM 




iii. Meets 2nd Tues of the Month 
p. Mount Carmel VFW (Veterans Foreign War) 
i. (570)-339-4410 
ii. 19 W. Second St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
q. Nates Mates 
i. Cheryl Kwiatkowski 
ii. kcmstsk@ptd.net 
iii. Meets Every Tues @ 6:15 
r. Northumberland City Coalition 
i. Melissa Farrow 
ii. (570)-644-6575 x144 
iii. mfarrow@censop.com 
iv. Meets 2nd Weds of the Month 
s. Rotary Club 
i. Frank Sawicki, Sec. 
ii. (570)-339-4170 
iii. Meets Every Tues @ 6:15 
t. Sons of Poland  
i. (570)-339-5413  
ii. 21 N Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
2. Churches 
a. Anglican Church of S.S. Philip and James 
i. (570)-590-3941 
ii. 33 N. Market St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
b. Divine Redeemer 
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i. (570)-339-3450 
ii. 438 W. Avenue, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
c. First United Methodist 
i. (570)-339-4830 
ii. 46 N. Hickory St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
iii. Meets Sunday 9:30am 
iv. Contact Cathy Besser- (570)-339-3399 or Kevin Jones- (570)-274-2687 
d. Grace United Church of Christ 
i. (570)-339-1130 
ii. 136 E. Third St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
e. Hope Community 
i. (570)-339-2906 
ii. 551 W. Fourth St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
f. Living Power Ministries 
i. Walt Kriskie- (570)-339-4286 
ii. Meets Sunday and Wednesday 
g. Mother Maria Kaupas Center 
i. Jake Betz 
ii. (570)-339-3450 Option 5 
iii. kaupascenterdrc@ptd.net 
h. Mount Carmel Area Ecumenical Ministerium 
i. Meets 2nd Thursday of the Month 
ii. Contact Rev. Rose Marquardt- (570)-339-0175 
i. New Life Church 
i. (570)-339-0705 
ii. 129 W. Second St Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
j. Our Lady of Mount Carmel 
i. (570)-339-1031 
ii. 47 S. Market St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
iii. St. Vincent de Paul Society 
iv. Meets 2nd Tuesday of the Month 
v. Contact- Father Frank Karwacki (570)-339-1031 
k. S.S. Peter and Paul Ukrainian Catholic Church 
i. (570)-339-0650 
ii. 131 N. Beech St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
iii. Meeting- Divine Liturgy Sat. 4pm and Sunday 9:15am 
iv. Contact Petrina Bartel- (570)-854-5347, bigspotteddogs@gmail.com 
l. St. Michael’s Orthodox 
i. (570)-339-1200 
ii. 131 N. Willow St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
m. St. Stephen’s Episcopal 
i. (570)-648-8560 
ii. Fourth & Maple Streets, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
iii. Meets Sunday @ 8:30am 
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n. St. Stephen’s Center for Ministry 
i. Meets 2nd Saturday of the Month Supper @ 5pm 
ii. Internet Cafe & Education Center, 2nd St, Noon-4pm 
iii. Contact- Church, (570)-339-1307, Clergy, (610)-316-3582 
3. Public Resources 
a. Borough Hall 
i. (570)-339-4486 
ii. 137 W. Fourth St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851 
b. Code Office 
i. (570)-339-6024 
c. Police Department 
i. (570)-339-6020 
d. Public Library  
i. Vivian McCracken 
1. (570)-339-0703 
2. mountcarmelpubliclibrary@ptd.net 
ii. 30 S Oak St, Mt Carmel, PA 17851  
e. Sewer Authority 
i. (570)-339-5166 
4. Parks and Playgrounds 
a. 6th Street Playground 
b. Lawn Park & Gazebo 
c. Reading Garden of the Mt. Carmel Area Public Library 
i. Casey McCracken 
1. (570)-339-1777 
2. mountcarmelpubliclibrary@ptd.net 
d. Playground at the Baseball Field 
e. School Fields  
i. Baseball Field 
ii. Football Stadium 
iii. Track 
iv. Bank Field 
5. Daycares 
a. Little Friends 
b. Winnie the Pooh 
6. Schools 
a. Mount Carmel Elementary, Middle & High School 
7. Resources for Seniors 
a. Senior Center 
b. Mount Carmel Nursing Home 
8. Transportation 
a. Fullington Bus- Service to NYC 





1. MCDI  
a. Mission, Vision, Values  
i. Mission  
1. Mount Carmel Development Initiative (MCDI) serves as a central 
hub to strengthen the downtown area and enhance community life 
for all. 
a. Mount Carmel Development Initiative (MCDI) is a non-profit 
501c3 organization. It was established in 2017 and has since 
worked hard to establish its presence within the community. 
MCDI has provided entertainment in the park, Christmas 
decorations for the town streets, and colorful banners that line 
the downtown area. Most recently MCDI has been working with 
the Kaupas Center and Bucknell University on joint initiatives 
that will help further its mission and establish positive 
relationships with surrounding areas. Deppen Day in particular is 
a notable event hosted by MCDI in order to attract past and 
present community members and bring them to the beautiful 
downtown area.  
ii. Vision:  
1. Bridging the past and present to create a better future for Mount Carmel.   
iii. Values  
1. community, fun, togetherness, growing, tradition, respect 
2. Success Stories 
a. Soupie Brothers  
b. MCDI on cover of Bucknell Magazine 
c. Bucknell in Mt. Carmel  
3. Support Us- Volunteer 
a. Contact information for future volunteers to use to reach out 
b. A list of projects that volunteers can get involved with 
4. Getting to Mount Carmel 
a. Fullington Bus- Service to NYC 
b. Link to google maps with Mt Carmel pinned 
c. Map of the area 
 
Exhibit 4. Bucknell Funding for the Project  
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Funding for the First 
Year of Wordpress 
for the Website 
$96 
 
Costs for 75 Stickers ~$60 
Costs for Posters ~$50 
 
 
Exhibit 5. Bucknell Job Description for Future Website Assistance  
 
Bucknell Bridge Job Posting  
Agency & Job Title:  MCDI Website Coordinator? , Mount Carmel Digital Assistant?  
Description:  Work Study or on campus employment? 
Location:Bucknell University & Occasional meetings in Mt. Carmel, PA   
Duties and Responsibilities:  
● Maintaining the visual identity of mymountcarmel and providing support to MCDI when 
needed 
● Tasks include:  
○ Creating brand and marketing materials when needed  
○ Updating mymountcarmel website  
○ Creating social media assets 
○ Attending monthly MCDI meetings while school is in session  
        Schedule:     
Additional Skills: 
● Adobe Illustrator  
● Adobe photoshop  
● Adobe InDesign  
● Knowledge of HTML or CSS is a plus  
● Access to a car is not needed but could be of benefit  
Opportunity Type:  Work Study 
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Contact: Jose Figueroa – jjf022@bucknell.edu 
  Office of Civic Engagement 
Status:  Part-time 
Classifications: Work Study positions for students. 













MCDI Website Strategic Marketing Plan
Maeve Greeley and Emily Turchin 
Bucknell’s Background with MCDI
In the past, Bucknell students have worked with Mt Carmel in many 
different disciplines to try and create shared value for the downtown 
community and students’ academic pursuits. Students, professors, and 
Bucknell organizations such as the Small Business Development Center 
all have a special connection to Mt Carmel and have poured resources 
into improving the town. Two years ago, Bucknell Management students 
worked with Mt Carmel Downtown Inc. (MCDI) in order to create a 
strategic vision for 5 years down the road. From what we (Maeve and 
Emily) gathered, there appeared to be many different approaches to 
enhancing MDCI’s impact on the community. It became evident that Mt 
Carmel needed and organization to serve as a hub for information about 
community events, businesses and opportunities to attract visitors. 
Through researching past case studies and similar towns, we saw the 
need to integrate a website platform in order to reach the largest 
amount of constituents. 
We will be working to generate a strategic marketing plan for 
our final product. This will include guidelines and also 
content that will specifically be included on MCDI’s 
revamped website. The timeline for this process is as follows. 
We will complete our strategic plan by the end of the fall 
semester 2017. We will then pass this final product along to 
next semester’s MSUS 400 classes, Megan Cannella and 
MCDI members. The website should be fully created and 
active online by the end of next semester, or May 2018. 
Bucknell in Mt. Carmel Current Project 
Determining MCDI’s Unique Value
How are we different? 
What makes you different from the 
other organizations in Mt. Carmel? 
We believe that you have the 






Jewish Federation of North America: 




Mission and vision 
statements: 
(Who are we and where are we 
going?)
Current Mission on the website says 
the following:  Mount Carmel 
Downtown Incorporated (MCDI) is a 
non-profit 501c3 organization that 
brings together business owners and 
individuals alike to work together to 
revitalize business in the Mount 
Carmel borough.
History of MCDI 
History of the Organization:
 “Since 2007, MCDI has taken the lead to promote business growth and better quality of life initiatives for the 
Borough of Mount Carmel, Pennsylvania. One of our initiatives is the establishment of Shops on the Corner, a 
group of local start-up businesses utilizing the former J.C. Penney department store on Oak Street for new 
retail opportunities downtown.  Other activities have included partnering with local businesses and 
organizations as UNB Bank and Elks for the annual Halloween Parade and Scarecrow Contest, as well as 
other community events as the annual Downtown Cleanup, spring and fall planting of the downtown flower 
boxes and the Children’s Lunch with Santa and many others.” 
Organization Self-Assessment
A) Define Audience(s) 
B) Map your messages
C) Define your channels 




-The downtown business owners (not enough) 
-Mt. Carmel as a whole??? (need to be much bigger) --capture people on the way to a 
destination 
Who else is there 




Map Your Message 
Tagline 
Mission and vision statements? 
How are we different? 
Organization Self-Assessment
Define your Channels 
What are channels? 
The way that you communicate with the community and other groups you are trying to meet. 
What are your current channels? 
Website- currently only displays a modified mission statement, a brief history of MCDI and an update about 
Mt Carmel Christmas light display
Facebook?  -hasn’t been updated since 2011 
Newspapers?
Tv screen in the front window of Shops on the Corner- currently displays a slideshow of different events 
and announcements, tends to be outdated events
Organization Self-Assessment
Define your Channels 
Communication channels we see as necessary 
Website
-Presenting information and 
links 
-Highlighting different 
dimensions of the town from 
its downtown businesses to 
town success stories 
-ability to present photos and 
stories about what is 
happening downtown 
-marketing platform for MCDI 
and  downtown businesses 
 Social Media 
Facebook 
-A lot of people currently like 
the page so this would be a 
good way to promote the 
town events 
-Blast information about 
companies/events with links 
to more information 
Instagram 
-Can highlight the beauty of 
the town 
-Can advertise events -- with 
graphics 
Placements Downtown
-printed versions for older 
community members  
-Where how what, what kind 
of print things (posters, flyers, 
brochures)
Special Events and 
Sponsorship
-Different organizations 
combine efforts into a larger 
event, maybe something that 
has not been done before
-Combine marketing for this 
event 
-Possibly make a larger event 
on the same weekend as 
another large event in the 
area
Organization Self-Assessment
Analysis of Current State 
SWOT Analysis 
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)  
Strengths
● Dedicated group of individuals looking to help better the community 
● Strong pride in the town 
○ Community members WANTING to be involved and participate 
in Mt. Carmels events 
■ Just need to be able to reach them
● Communication with Bucknell--reaching out to other organizations 
wanting to help 
Weaknesses
● No Brick & Mortar office space 
● Structure of the organization
○ Mentioned that if somebody's says something then they need to take full 
responsibility
○ This makes it difficult for things to get accomplished because all of the members 
also have full time jobs-- We think that a combined effort model would be far more 
effective in getting things done 
● Not currently able to effectively market to desired audience 
● Empty store fronts give the illusion of a “ghost town” even though there is a lot there 
● Cheap rent and inactive community members 
● Older generations considering “the good old days” 
● Many different variables to consider 
Opportunities
● Could get into one of the storefronts and use it as a meeting space-- this 
would allow more of the space to look occupied and would generate a 
greater presence in the community  
● Could be known as a hub through greater marketing efforts 
● Need a way to include new members of the community in Mt. Carmels 
events -- this would allow for more retention and would allow Mt. Carmel 
to be a more welcoming community
● Market to visitors who might be going to surrounding areas-- make 
yourself available to them
Threats
● Lack of improvement on marketing efforts and promotion would mean more 
and more downtown businesses losing business to bigger corporations such 
as Walmart 
● Continued worry of the decline of Downtown Mt. Carmel 
● Lack of visitors despite the assets that the community currently has 
Define MCDI’s Audience
Our Goals and Strategies
Goals/ Mission
● Our goal is to enhance MCDI’s 
presence in Mt. Carmel and help 
downtown businesses thrive.
● Make MCDI the hub for downtown Mt 
Carmel and the entire community/ 
surrounding area 
● Work with Megan to combine 
branding and marketing materials and 
create a website platform for the 
organization 
Strategies 
● Gather information from past reports 
● Speak to MCDI members about current 
assets and community event 
● Rebrand 
● Research best practices for downtown 
revitalization and website creation 
● create strategic marketing plan for 








MCDI’s New Website Should Include
● MCDI tab
○ List of people in MCDI (including a section for the officers)
○ Mission, vision and values for MCDI
○ Contact Us with section to submit upcoming events or contact general MCDI email
● Downtown Businesses
○ Refer to Best Practices for formatting
○ Each business should be listed with the name of company, website, address and phone 
number and a photo
○ When you click on the company, it goes to company bio with the following information: 
name of business, owner(s), type of trade, history of business, what you like best about 
working in Mt Carmel, anything you would like customers to know about your business 
(Mt Carmel Downtown Inc. Vision 2020, Kerry Stahlin et al.)
MCDI’s New Website Should Include
● Calendar of Events
● Where to Eat
○ Same formatting as the previous section, Downtown Businesses
● Nearby Attractions
○ For each attraction, feature a nice photo of the attraction, the name of the place, a 
blurb describing the place, the address (a link to where they would go on a Google 
Map), a phone number
● Clubs and Churches
○ Same formatting as Downtown Businesses and Where to Eat sections
MCDI’s New Website Should Include
● Success Stories 
○ Soupie Brothers and SBDC 
○ Students doing well in school 
○ People doing something good for the community 
○ Bucknell & Mt. Carmel joint initiatives (links to Mt. Carmel Working Group)
● New to Mt Carmel?
○ A list of people that are willing to provide time and information about Mt Carmel. 
This includes name and phone number.
○ What do they really need??? Public assistance 
● How to Get Here
○ Formatted the same as the Fairfield, CT website example
Website Ownership
● Who will take over the website after Megan implements and teaches? 
○ Ed Hirsch 
○ High school student intern? 
○ Full time employee??? 
●  Who will print the paper version of the calendar and distribute it to the library and other 
downtown businesses each month
Campaign to Launch Website
● Launch Event
○ Advertising- use the new branding that Megan creates and place it around town 
with a link to the website
○ Each of the downtown businesses has a stand at the event for information
○ Have a stand for people to sign up for representation on the website, perhaps on 
the “Welcome to Mt Carmel” page
Moving Forward
● Issues with your current Organizational structure (mentioned before) 
● Issues with your target audience -- serving as a hub for everybody requires a lot of 
communication with other organizations (full time position, dedicated downtown 
manager) 
● Organization capabilities 
○ need an office space downtown 
○ need a downtown manager
○ need a prioritized set of tasks
● Any ideas for funding in order to secure a downtown manager??  
What We Need From You
● History of the organization
● Mission, vision, values
● Downtown Businesses and Contacts
● List of people for the “New to Mt Carmel” tab
● Who is going to run the website
● Do you currently have a newspaper?
● Dates of various events

MCDI Rebranding Project
& Strategic Marketing Plan
Emily Turchin, Megan Cannella and 
Maeve Greeley
Introduction 
1. Listening & Learning
2. MCDI as a HUB
3. HUB as Organization
4. HUB as Website
5. Next Steps 
From Previous Studies: About Mount Carmel
 “The hope that the town itself can get back to 
what it was.  People need to take care of what is 
here and help to make it a better future.” - Mt. 
Carmel resident
“There needs to be more things for younger kids to 
do.” –Mt. Carmel resident
 
“Honestly there is no place like it on Earth. I want to 
be here when Mt. Carmel resurfaces as one of the 
greatest communities in the state.” 
–Mt. Carmel resident
“Proud history of hard working people with 
moral character. During the 60's and 70's 
the high school featured a fabulous band, 
unmatched sports programs and a television 
station on the cutting edge with the 
professional industry.”- Mt. Carmel Citizen
“Tradition, heritage, small town feel.”-Mt. 
Carmel Citizen
“Tradition, pride in the town and athletics, 
good people.”-Mt. Carmel Citizen
From Facebook Survey About Mt Carmel
Words You Used: MCDI & Mt Carmel
■ Be more inclusive as an 
organization 
■ Collaborate across sectors
■ Continue to improve the 
downtown area 
■ Help people see Mt. Carmel in a 
positive light 
■ Expand your presence 
geographically
■ You talked about the FUTURE!
 What MCDI Does
● Mount Carmel Downtown Inc (MCDI) is a non-profit 501c3 organization
● Established in 2007 and has since worked hard on its presence within the community
● MCDI has provided:
○ Entertainment in the Park
○ Christmas Lights in Town 
○ Colorful Banners Downtown
● Work with the Kaupas Center and Bucknell on joint initiatives a
● Deppen Day hosted by MCDI 
● SBDC works in collaboration with Bucknell University
● Works with many stakeholders: community members, volunteers, businesses, social 
organizations, churches, non profits, visitors and government 
A Community Organization as a Hub
1. Hubs build collaborative communities with entrepreneurial individuals at the center. 
2. Hubs attract diverse members with heterogeneous knowledge.
3. Hubs facilitate creativity and collaboration in physical and digital space.
4. Hubs localize entrepreneurial culture. 
MCDI is Already a Hub 
● MCDI is already a hub in many ways 
○ “When people need something they will call 
me.” - Cathy 
○ Members are passionate, determined, and 
strong networkers 
○ Have already led community initiatives such 
as Deppen Day, funding for Christmas Lights, 
and communication with the SBDC 
○ Cross-sectors - public, private, nonprofit
● We want to build on this
○ Rebranding to be known as a hub
“Great people who have the town in their 
best interest. Very dedicated and caring 
group.” –Mt. Carmel resident
“They are trying to improve the town with 
projects to benefit it.” –Mt. Carmel resident
About MCDI…..
1. Build Collaborative Communities
Currently Present 
● Strong and passionate members at the center that all exhibit the entrepreneurial qualities 
● Communication center (informal)-- members are very plugged in and have established networks 
Potential Improvements
● A small number of individuals currently spearhead MCDI-- restructure 
● To create an inclusive and engaged organization MCDI might delegate power and responsibilities: 
○ Empower people in the organization to create change
○ Strong power center 
○ Allow people to work on a specific niche 
● More collaboration with outside groups
● Downtown Manager 
2. Diverse Membership 
Currently Present
● Have a good amount of diversity (store owner, real estate broker, high school student, Kaupas center, etc.) 
○ We believe you need more 
Potential Improvements 
● More representation
○ Want to leverage the synergies between organizations and create shared value 
○ Mt. Carmel is becoming more and more diverse-- MCDI wants to serve these newcomers 
● Executive Board (steering committee)
○ Advisory Board 
■ Membership 
● Ideally you would have members from each of the tabs we created for this website (explained below) or 
from each of the categories within 
3. Physical and Digital Space
Currently Present
● No Physical Headquarters or store front 
● No established website 
● Have a private facebook for Mt. Carmel residents 
Potential Improvements 
● Physical storefront needed 
● Hubs serve as vital, physical centers that lend a sense of permanence to members. 
● Need a website… Bucknell is helping to provide that 
● Digital spaces extend the scope of the hub 
○ Websites function as an important digital representation, revealing a hub’s existence to a broader 
audience and strengthening its identity.
4. Localize Entrepreneurial Culture
Currently Present
● Forward thinking 
● Innovative individuals that see the need for change and creativity within the town 
○ New downtown posters 
○ Continued communication with Bucknell students and the SBDC 
Potential Improvements 
● “Safe space” that recognizes (and even celebrates) different sets of beliefs and behaviors, which 
non-members may consider a radical counter-culture
○ Leverage synergies 
○ Be trail blazers and allow the community to follow in your forward thinking and optimistic views 
Tweaking Your Mission to Signal the Hub 
Your Current Mission Statement: 
Mount Carmel Downtown Incorporated (MCDI) is a non-profit 501c3 
organization that brings together business owners and individuals alike to work 
together to revitalize business in the Mount Carmel borough
MCDI Mission, Vision & Values 
Vision 
To be the focal organization for a cooperative and collectively engaged forward 
thinking community.
Mission
Mount Carmel Downtown Inc. (MCDI) serves as the central hub for activities 
designed to strengthen Mount Carmel and the surrounding area and to enhance 
community life for all. We aim to do so by bridging the past and present to create 
a brighter future.
Values 
 Community, Strength, Togetherness, Growth, Tradition, Respect and Fun 
 
Two Dimensions to Implement the HUB Concept
● Physical / Organizational hub 
○ Representation
○ Membership
○ Office Space / Presence
● Digital / Website hub 
○ Website should be the embodiment of some of these changes that your organization will 
undergo 
○ Digital spaces extend the scope of the hub
○ Website itself needs to include the collaborations, communication, and representation that is 
necessary for this organizational hub status 
Website Content 
● Each tab contains aspects and features that will enhance community 
involvement and bolster MCDI’s status as a hub 
● Breakdown 
○ Homepage 





○ About Us 

Homepage--Photos of Mt. Carmel 
ORG Actions
● Instagram -- many towns 
have these and it allows 
outsiders to click and see 
various photos 
● Host a photo competition 
in HS -- interactive  - vote, 
win,  share
 
What will it include?
● Photos of Mt. Carmel in a 
positive light 
● Photos from the Bucknell 
Magazine 
● Photos taken by Megan 
● If you have any photos 
then we would love to 
add them as well 
 
Why is it relevant to MCDI?
● MCDI can be the group 
that changes the image of 
Mt. Carmel want to include 
photos of nice areas of 
town, smiling faces etc. 
● Help people inside and 
outside the community see 




● MCDI should be 
responsible for 
coordinating a couple of 
events each year in order 
to create synergies within 
the community setting
● Be active in consolidating 
events 
○ Christmas Event 
 
 
What will it include?
● Events happening each 
month 
● Can be printed 
● Will be able to click 
events to see details 
 
Why is it relevant to MCDI?
● Communication with MCDI 
and various groups/individuals 
within the community will 
enhance hub status 
● Will force MCDI to reach out to 
groups and see what’s 
happening 
● Will allow community 
members to know what is 





Eat & Drink 
ORG Actions
● Restaurants- offer half price 
Thursdays or discounts 
some other day of the 
week-- all the same day so 
that it’s a “discount day”
● MCDI & Website- Promote 
a different website each 
week on the front page of 
the website with a discount 
coupon for that restaurant
 
 
What will it include?
● Comprehensive list of all 
the restaurants and bars 
in the area 
● Their contact information 
and address listed 
● We have provided you 
with a list but if there are 
more to add then please 
let us know 
 
Why is it relevant to MCDI?
● List will encourage people 
to look at local options
● Visitors--- we see this as a 
benefit for people coming 





● Stores- On Halloween, all 
stores have candy outside 
for trick or treaters & offer 
exclusive discounts to bring 
shoppers into stores
● MCDI- weekend during the 
summer for a “Sidewalk 
Sale”, each store sells 
discounted merchandise in 
front of the store and food 
vendors on the streets
 
 
What will it include?
● Comprehensive list of all 
the shops in the area 
● Their contact information 
and address listed 
● We have provided you 
with a list but if there are 
more to add then please 
let us know 
 
Why is it relevant to MCDI?
● List will encourage people 
to look at local options
● Visitors will be able to 
identify all of the shops 
which will bring business 





● MCDI- Link to the MCDI 
website on the sites for 
these nearby attractions 
● MCDI- See if you can put 
promotional material in 
these areas so that it 
drives people to visit the 
town 
 
What will it include?
● This section will include 
nearby attractions, places 
to stay, and a “36 hours 
in Mt. Carmel” section 
● Hope is to reach the 
“visitors” group that you 
wish to reach as well as 
connecting Mt. Carmel 
residents to fun activities 
around town 
 
Why is it relevant to MCDI?
● Connect visitors to Mt. 
Carmel and Mt. Carmel 
residents to nearby 
attractions 
● 36 hours can be altered over 
time and will hopefully allow 
for a greater influx of 
business for the 
organizations highlighted 
● Airbnb --draw people to stay. 
Educate them of this feature 






● Businesses- Shops in this 
section of the website can 
all offer discounts on 
Thursdays to draw people 
in, to shop at their stores
● MCDI (about the New to Mt 
Carmel? Section)- Currently 
it will only have people that 
newcomers can reach out 
to, could expand in the 
future   
What will it include?
● Real Estate, businesses 
(banks, utilities & 
supplies, and other 
miscellaneous 
enterprises), Doctors, 
Dentist, Beauty Salons, 
etc. 
● “New to Mt. Carmel?” 
Section 
 
Why is it relevant to MCDI?
● Place for Mt. Carmel 
community members to go 
for all their needs 
● Effort to reach more of 
your stakeholders with the 
“New to Mt. Carmel” 
section
● Targeting these new 
members will also provide 






● MCDI/ European 
organizations- Joint festival 
for all of the European 
groups to create 
relationships across these 
groups of people and 
combine attendance from 
individual events and host 
this in downtown Mt Carmel
 
What will it include?
● This tab will hold 
information about various 
organization, churches, 
public resources, parks 
and playgrounds, 




Why is it relevant to MCDI?
● This section will highlight 
many of the Non-Profit 
organizations that hubs 
generally serve. 
● Go to site for community 
events (wider audience) 
● Leverage synergies between 
similar organizations  
About Us 
Future Actions
● MCDI- Streamline a list of 
various volunteer opportunities 
that would be particularly 
relevant to certain 
organizations 
● MCDI- One member 
responsible for keeping in 
touch with the Mt Carmel High 
School or surrounding colleges 
to communicate with people 
about volunteer opportunities




What will it include?
● This tab will include 
information about MCDI 
itself. Under this it will list 
the organization’s 
Mission, Vision, Values 
and history. 
● Other sections will 
include Success Stories, 
Support Us, and 
information about getting 
to Mt. Carmel 
 
Why is it relevant to MCDI?
● Advertise MCDI’s hub status 
● Success Stories -- Highlight 
the positive things 
happening within the 
community
● Volunteer--will allow you to 
connect community 
members and surrounding 
community to organizations 
● Get to Mt. Carmel-- satisfy a 
need for potential visitor . 
Want to draw traffic 
Aligning MCDI with Mount Carmel
● We imagine greater alignment between MCDI and Mount Carmel more broadly, 
they will have similar logos
● Next semester Megan will be creating a logo based off the new Mt Carmel one 
for MCDI
● People can then associate the two together- streamlined
● The marketing campaign for the new website might be called the “Mount Carmel 
Development Initiative”, to signal including the whole community rather than 
just downtown
● Eventually, we can even envision MCDI’s name being changed to Mount Carmel 
Development Initiative
Getting You Started
Person in Control of the Site:
● Possibly a student through the office 
of Civic Engagement
● Possibly an MCDI Member
● Links with HS service projects and 
media group
● (update after meeting)
Future Funding for the Website:
● Collect annual dues from businesses 
that are sponsored on the website
● $5-10 per year
Funding for the 
First Year of 
Wordpress for the 
Website
$96
Costs for 75 
Stickers
~$60
Costs for Posters ~$50
Immediate Next Steps
Organization Development:
● Consider various organization facets of being a “hub” 
○ Make actions regarding membership 
○ Research the possibility of obtaining a storefront
○ Begin to organize events  
● Generate a reliable and updated mailing (and emailing) list
Website Development:
● Implement Website
○ This will happen throughout next semester 
○ Continue communication with Bucknell and Megan
○ Reach out about potential changes to the list of businesses/organization
● Promote New Branding
○ Print and make stickers posters, flags, etc.
○ Place them all around town
